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We develop a method to compute low-eccentricity initial data of black hole–neutron star binaries
in the puncture framework extending previous work on other types of compact binaries. In addition to
adjusting the orbital angular velocity of the binary, the approaching velocity of a neutron star is
incorporated by modifying the helical Killing vector used to derive equations of the hydrostationary
equilibrium. The approaching velocity of the black hole is then induced by requiring the vanishing of
the total linear momentum of the system, differently from the case of binary black holes in the
puncture framework where the linear momentum of each black hole is specified explicitly. We successfully
reduce the orbital eccentricity to ≲0.001 by modifying the parameters iteratively using simulations
of ≈3 orbits both for nonprecessing and precessing configurations. We find that empirical formulas
for binary black holes derived in the excision framework do not reduce the orbital eccentricity to
≈0.001 for black hole–neutron star binaries in the puncture framework, although they work for binary
neutron stars.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the remaining and promising targets for ground-
based gravitational-wave detectors is the coalescence of
black hole–neutron star binaries (see Ref. [1] for reviews).
Indeed, we have already been informed of possible black
hole–neutron star binary coalescences in the LIGO-Virgo
O3 [2], including signals from sources whose identities are
not fully clear [3,4]. If we would have detected these events
with a high signal-to-noise ratio, we could infer finite-size
properties of neutron stars such as the radius [5–9] and tidal
deformability [10,11] as well as the mass and the spin of
each component. Because the finite-size properties depend
crucially on the underlying equation of state for supra-
nuclear-density matter (see Refs. [12,13] for reviews),
gravitational-wave observations of black hole–neutron star
binaries will provide invaluable information not only to
astrophysics but also to nuclear physics in a manner similar
to the detections of binary neutron stars [14,15].
Reliable theoretical templates of gravitational wave-

forms are the prerequisite for accurate extraction of source
properties [16,17]. Accordingly, theoretical calculations of
gravitational waveforms have been playing a central role in

gravitational-wave astronomy. Particularly high accuracy
is required to extract finite-size properties of neutron
stars, namely the tidal deformability, in a reliable manner
[18–20]. Although the systematic errors associated with
waveform models are smaller than the statistical errors for
the first binary-neutron-star merger GW170817 [15,21,22]
and largely uninformative GW190425 [3], improvement of
the detector sensitivity by an order of magnitude [23] will
make the systematic error discernible for GW170817-
equivalent sources [24,25].
Development of templates for black hole–neutron star

binaries is generally in its early stage [26,27] (see also
Refs. [28,29] for recent progress). One reason is attributed to
the small number of long-term and high-precision simu-
lations of black hole–neutron star binaries in numerical
relativity, which is the unique tool to investigate theoreti-
cally the late inspiral and merger phases and to derive
gravitational waveforms. While a lot of insight on dyna-
mical mass ejection and electromagnetic counterparts has
been gained in the past years [8,30–39], we need to rei-
gnite numerical-relativity simulations of the inspiral and
merger phases to derive accurate gravitational waveforms
[40,41].
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Realistic initial data of black hole–neutron star binaries
are necessary to compute realistic gravitational waves in
numerical relativity. In particular, the orbital eccentricity
has to be low enough because the majority of astrophysical
compact binaries are circularized nearly completely right
before merger due to gravitational radiation reaction during
its long inspiral [42,43]. It has been pointed out that
seemingly tiny eccentricity, say e ∼ 0.01, in theoretical
templates can significantly degrade the accuracy with
which we can measure the tidal deformability via gravi-
tational-wave observation [19]. Eccentricity reduction has
already been performed for and routinely applied to initial
data of black hole–neutron star binaries in the excision
framework [44], in which the physical singularity inside the
horizon is removed from the computational domain.
However, the eccentricity reduction for initial data of black
hole–neutron star binaries in the puncture framework
[45,46], in which the singularity is handled in an analytic
manner, has not yet been reported.
In this paper, we present a method to reduce the orbital

eccentricity in initial data of black hole–neutron star
binaries in the puncture framework. Specifically, we adjust
the orbital angular velocity and incorporate the approaching
velocity to obtain low-eccentricity initial data,1 where their
values are determined iteratively by analyzing orbital
evolution for a few orbits derived by dynamical simula-
tions. Differently from initial data of binary black holes in
the puncture framework, in which the approaching velocity
of black holes is incorporated by actively choosing the
values of the linear-momentum parameter [48], the trans-
lational motion of the black hole cannot be specified freely
in our formulation for black hole–neutron star binaries. In
this work, we first incorporate an approaching velocity of
the neutron star by modifying the hydrostationary
equations in the same manner as in the case of binary
neutron stars [47]. Because the black hole is not subject to
hydrodynamics, the approaching velocity of the black hole
is passively induced by requiring the total linear momen-
tum of the system to vanish. To control the approaching
velocity of the binary as a whole, the velocity of the black
hole is identified by the minus of the shift vector at the
puncture.
The paper is organized as follows. The formulation is

described in Sec. II. To demonstrate the validity of our
method, we apply it to both nonprecessing and precessing
configurations in Sec. III. Section IV is devoted to a
summary. Greek and Latin indices denote the spacetime
and space components, respectively. We adopt the geo-
metrical unit in which G ¼ c ¼ 1, where G and c are the
gravitational constant and the speed of light, respectively.

II. NUMERICAL METHOD

A. Formulation

We describe our formulation for the low-eccentricity
initial data of black hole–neutron star binaries in the
puncture framework. As a concise summary, the update
from quasicircular initial data [49] resides in the modified
symmetry vector, Eq. (8), which we have adopted for
binary neutron stars [47]. Identification of the approaching
velocity of the black hole, Eq. (9), has not been adopted in
previous related work for compact binaries.
We compute initial data of black hole–neutron star

binaries in the puncture framework [45,46,49–51]. The
singularity of gravitational fields associated with the black
hole is handled in an analytic manner by decomposing
geometric quantities into singular and regular parts. By
adopting a mixture of extended conformal-thin sandwich
formulation [52,53] and conformal transverse-traceless
decomposition [54], only the regular parts have to be
computed numerically to satisfy Einstein constraint equa-
tions and quasiequilibrium conditions. Hydrostationary
equations for the neutron-star matter are solved assuming
the zero-temperature and irrotational flow [55–59], and
specifically we solve the continuity equation and integrated
Euler’s equation in the same manner as described in
Ref. [47]. In this work, numerical computations are
performed using a public multidomain spectral method
library, LORENE [60], and the details of the methods are
presented in Ref. [49].
The puncture formulation for initial data of black hole–

neutron star binaries is summarized as follows. First,
conformal transformation is performed for the induced
metric γij and the extrinsic curvature Kij as

γij ¼ ψ4γ̂ij; ð1Þ

Kij ¼ ψ−2Âij þ
1

3
Kψ4γ̂ij; ð2Þ

where K ≔ γijKij. In the puncture framework, the spatial
conformal flatness and maximal slicing conditions,

γ̂ij ¼ fij; K ¼ 0; ð3Þ

where fij is the flat metric, are imposed. We also require
them to be preserved in time in the computation of initial
data as usually done in the extended conformal-thin
sandwich formulation (see also Refs. [61,62]).
Next, we decompose the conformal factor ψ, a weighted

lapse functionΦ ≔ αψ with α being the lapse function, and
the conformally weighted traceless part of the extrinsic
curvature Âij as

ψ ¼ 1þ MP

2rBH
þ ϕ; ð4Þ

1Following our previous work [47], we refer to initial data
obtained by assuming helical symmetry as “quasicircular” and
those with the approaching velocity as “low-eccentricity.”
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Φ ¼ 1 −
MΦ

2rBH
þ η; ð5Þ

Âij ¼ ∇̂iWj þ ∇̂jWi −
2

3
fij∇̂kWk þ KP

ij: ð6Þ

Here, rBH is the coordinate distance from the puncture, MP

and MΦ are constants of mass dimension, and ∇̂i denotes
the covariant derivative associated with fij. The singular
part of the extrinsic curvature KP

ij is determined by two sets
of covariantly constant vectorial parameters, namely the
linear momentum PBH

i and the bare spin angular momen-
tum SiP of the black hole, as

KP
ij ≔

3

2r2BH
½liPBH

j þ ljPBH
i − ðfij − liljÞlkPBH

k �

þ 3

r3BH
½ϵkilSlPlklj þ ϵkjlSlPl

kli�; ð7Þ

where li ≔ xiBH=rBH is the unit radial vector, li ¼ fijlj, and
ϵijk is the Levi-Civita tensor associated with fij [50,63].
Finally, the regular parts of the geometric quantities ϕ, η,

Wi, and the shift vector βi are obtained by solving elliptic
equations derived from a subset of the Einstein equation
[see, e.g., Eqs. (16)–(19) of Ref. [49] for the explicit form].
In the puncture framework, we have no inner boundary at
the horizon, and the outer boundary condition is derived
from the asymptotic flatness condition.
One of the keys to obtain low-eccentricity initial data is

incorporation of the approaching velocity to the helical
symmetry, which governs quasicircular initial data of
binaries. Following Ref. [47], we adopt a symmetry vector
equipped with the approaching velocity viapp;NS of the form

ξμ ¼ ð∂tÞμ þ Ωð∂φÞμ þ viapp;NSð∂iÞμ ð8Þ

around the neutron star. In our computation, the rotational
axis is taken to be the z axis, and both the black hole and the
neutron star are chosen to be located on the xz plane. That
is, we have xiNS ¼ ðxNS; 0; zNSÞ and xiBH ¼ ðxBH; 0; zBHÞ.
We always choose zNS ¼ 0 without loss of generality
because this choice removes the need for moving fluid
variables as a whole during the iteration. For nonprecessing
configurations, we also set zBH ¼ 0, and thus both mem-
bers of the binary are located on the x axis. Our symmetry
vector with a translational approaching motion is slightly
different from the uniform contraction usually adopted in
other eccentricity reduction methods [44,64,65], and no
significant difference has been found for binary neutron
stars [47]. We note that this modified symmetry vector is
not fully compatible with the spacetime symmetry as
discussed in Ref. [66].

B. Choice of free parameters

Free parameters in the formulation must be determined
by physical requirements. In this subsection, we describe
our method for determining them. A concise summary is
presented in Table I. Iterative procedures are described in
Sec. III B of Ref. [49] except that we have included steps to
adjust the approaching velocity and the value of zBH.

2 The
level of the convergence for our iterative solution is not

TABLE I. Free parameters and requirements for determining them in our formulation for initial data of black hole–neutron star
binaries in the puncture framework. Because Ω is determined in a different manner for quasicircular and low-eccentricity initial data, we
show two conditions separately by “QC” and “low-e,” respectively. The approaching velocity of the neutron star, viapp;NS, is fixed to be
zero for quasicircular initial data.

Symbol and meaning Requirement

Parameters of the black hole
MP: bare mass parameter in ψ The mass of the black hole takes a desired value.
SiP: bare spin parameter in KP

ij The spin vector of the black hole takes a desired value.

PBH
i : linear-momentum parameter in KP

ij The total linear momentum of the system vanishes.
MΦ: mass parameter in Φ The Arnowitt-Deser-Misner and Komar masses agree.

Parameters of the neutron star
−huμξμ: first integral of Euler’s equation The mass of the neutron star takes a desired value.
viapp;NS: approaching velocity The approaching velocity of the binary takes a desired value.

Parameters of the binary
dx: separation along the x axis This is fixed to specify a model.
dz: separation along the z axis The force-balance condition along the z direction is satisfied.
Ω: orbital angular velocity QC: The force-balance condition along the x direction is satisfied.

low-e: This is fixed to a desired value.
Location of the rotational axis The azimuthal component of the shift vector at the puncture is equal to −Ω.

2In the published version of Ref. [49], “Adjust the maximum
enthalpy of the NS, hc, at the center of the NS, to fix the baryon
rest mass of the NS” should have been marked as step (5).
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affected significantly by the eccentricity reduction
procedure.
The bare mass, MP, and the bare spin parameter, SiP, are

determined to obtain desired values of the mass and spin of
the black hole. The mass and spin magnitude of the black
hole are computed in the isolated-horizon framework (see
Ref. [67] for reviews) with an approximate rotational
Killing vector obtained by minimizing its shear on the
horizon [68]. In our computation, we restrict the spin
parameter to have only x and z components and define the
inclination angle ι as the angle between the coordinate
components of the orbital angular momentum and the spin
angular momentum in a gauge-dependent manner [34]. The
linear momentum of the black hole, PBH

i , is determined by
requiring the total linear momentum of the system vanishes.
This means that we cannot choose values of PBH

i to control
the approaching velocity of the black hole. This is the chief
difference from the eccentricity reduction of binary black
holes in the puncture framework [48,69,70] and is the
reason that we need to develop a method suitable for black
hole–neutron star binaries. A constant value of the first
integral of the Euler equation, −huμξμ with h and uμ being
the specific enthalpy and the 4-velocity of the fluid,
respectively, is determined by requiring the baryon rest
mass of the neutron star to take a desired value.
The mass parameter in the weighted lapse function,MΦ,

is determined by the condition that the Arnowitt-Deser-
Misner and Komar masses agree, which holds for stationary
and asymptotically flat spacetimes [71,72]. This condition
also holds for quasicircular initial data computed in our
formulation [73,74], and thus requiring this condition is
fully justified (see also Refs. [75–77] for early work on
binary black holes). However, this does not hold rigorously
for low-eccentricity initial data with an approaching veloc-
ity. Despite this caveat, we still determine the value of MΦ
by the equality of the two masses even if the approaching
velocity is turned on. We expect that this condition is not
very problematic because we observe for initial data of
binary neutron stars [47] that the differences between the
Arnowitt-Deser-Misner and Komar masses are of the same
order for both quasicircular and low-eccentricity cases.
This situation is also reported in black hole–neutron star
initial data computed in the excision framework [44]. When
more accurate numerical computations become necessary,
the condition for determining MΦ should be elaborated.
The Arnowitt-Deser-Misner and Komar masses are com-
puted both by surface and volume integrals, and these two
variants agree within the error of Oð10−6Þ.
As we will discuss in the next section, we would like to

control the orbital angular velocity Ω and approaching
velocity of the binary vapp to obtain low-eccentricity initial
data.3 On one hand, the orbital angular velocity, Ω, appears

explicitly in our symmetry vector, Eq. (8). On the other
hand, the approaching velocity of the binary is controlled
implicitly via that of the neutron star, viapp;NS, in our
formulation. The approaching velocity vector of the black
hole, viapp;BH, in the initial data is identified as the minus of
the x and z components (see below for the y component) of
the shift vector at the puncture as

viapp;BH ¼ ð−βx; 0;−βzÞjBH: ð9Þ

Then, we adjust the value of jviapp;NSj, where the usual
Euclidean norm is assumed, so that jviapp;NSj þ jviapp;BHj
agrees with the desired value of jvappj. Although we could
have adjusted the value of jviapp;NS − viapp;BHj instead, this is
not necessarily preferable in a curved spacetime.Becausewe
always require thevanishing of the total linearmomentumof
the system, the approaching velocity of the neutron star
automatically induces that of the black hole.
When we compute quasicircular initial data for a given

separation along the x axis, dx, the value ofΩ is determined
by requiring the force balance at the neutron-star center (see
Sec. IV D 2 of Ref. [59]),

∂h
∂x

����
NS

¼ 0: ð10Þ

Specifically, we insert constancy of the first integral of the
Euler equation to Eq. (10). Because the first integral of the
Euler equation includesΩ through the shift vector, the force
balance condition, Eq. (10), can be rewritten as an equation
to determine the orbital angular velocity. The approaching
velocity is set to be zero by choosing viapp;NS ¼ 0. This
results in viapp;BH ¼ 0 within the numerical error.
When we compute low-eccentricity initial data for a

given value of dx, we prescribe desired values ofΩ and vapp
according to the estimates from dynamical simulations (see
Sec. II C). The value of Ω in Eq. (8) is fixed to this
prescribed value for each computation of initial data. For
the approaching velocity vector of the neutron star, viapp;NS,
in Eq. (8), we need to determine the magnitude and the
direction. The magnitude is determined so that jviapp;NSj þ
jviapp;BHj takes the prescribed value, jvappj. The direction is
set to point toward the black hole. For nonprecessing
binaries, viapp;NS has only the x component, and viapp;BH
points exactly opposite to viapp;NS. For precessing binaries,
we find that the induced approaching velocity of the black
hole, viapp;BH, does not point exactly toward the neutron star
in our coordinates, but the deviation is smaller than 0.1° for
the case studied here. Because the direction is inherently
gauge dependent, we regard this deviation as acceptable.
We have to determine the location of the rotational axis,

or the positions of the black hole and neutron star relative to
the rotational axis, in our computations. In the excision

3The parameter, vapp, is denoted by 2v in Ref. [47] for equal-
mass binary neutron stars.
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framework, this location is fixed by the condition that the
total linear momentum of the system vanishes [44,78–80].
However, this condition has already been used to determine
PBH
i in the puncture framework. In this work, following

Ref. [51], we determine the location of the rotational axis by
requiring that the azimuthal component of the shift vector at
the puncture is equal to the minus of the angular velocity,

βφjBH ¼ −Ω: ð11Þ
This states that the puncture moves along the symmetry
vector, Eq. (8), and is consistent with our definition of
viapp;BH, where the unused y component of the shift vector is
interpreted as the orbital velocity.
We also have to determine the separation between the

black hole and the neutron star along the rotational axis, dz,
when we compute precessing configurations. It is deter-
mined by requiring the force-balance condition like
Eq. (10) but along the z direction [34,81],

∂h
∂z

����
NS

¼ 0: ð12Þ

The position of the neutron star is fixed to zNS ¼ 0
throughout.

C. Iterative correction

We seek the optimal choice of Ω and vapp for a given
value of the separation along the x axis, dx, via iterative
corrections estimated from the orbital evolution derived by
dynamical simulations. This strategy is originally devel-
oped for binary-black-hole initial data [64] and later
applied successfully to black hole–neutron star binaries
in the excision framework [44] and to binary neutron stars
[47,82,83]. Our dynamical simulations are performed with
an adaptive-mesh-refinement code, SACRA [84], and the
formulation adopted in the current version is explained in
Ref. [47]. We do not use the Message Passing Interface-
parallelized version of SACRA [85] because the eccen-
tricity reduction does not require orbital evolution with a
very high precision.
The position and velocity4 of the neutron star are

identified with the integration over the fluid as

xiNS ¼
R
ρ�xid3xR
ρ�d3x

; ð13Þ

_xiNS ¼
R
ρ� _xid3xR
ρ�d3x

; ð14Þ

where ρ� ≔ ραut
ffiffiffi
γ

p
and _xi ≔ ui=ut, with ρ being the rest-

mass density. The velocity of the black hole is identified as

the minus of the shift vector at the puncture in a manner
similar to Eq. (9) as

_xiBH ¼ −βijBH; ð15Þ

and the position is obtained by integrating this in time
[86,87]. In SACRA, the shift vector at the puncture is
determined by trilinear interpolation from surrounding
eight grid points, and this limits the accuracy with which
we can determine the orbital evolution for given data of
gravitational fields. The orbital angular velocity of the
binary is computed from the Euclidean outer product of
xi ≔ xiNS − xiBH and _xi ≔ _xiNS − _xiBH as [65,88]

Ω ¼ x × _x
jxj2 : ð16Þ

We estimate appropriate values of the correction toΩ and
vapp by fitting the time evolution of orbital angular velocity,
_ΩðtÞ, by a function [64,65,89]

_ΩðtÞ ¼ A0 þ A1tþ B cosðωtþ ϕ0Þ; ð17Þ

where fA0; A1; B;ω;ϕ0g are parameters determined by
the fitting. We average numerical data over ∼100 time
steps in deriving _ΩðtÞ to remove high-frequency
noise [47]. The fitting is performed using _ΩðtÞ during
0.5P0 < t < 3P0, where P0 is the initial orbital period of
the binary. Aiming at removing the modulation term,
B cosðωtþ ϕ0Þ, we modify Ω and vapp in the initial-data
computation by

δΩ ¼ −
Bω sinϕ0

4Ω2
; ð18Þ

δvapp ¼
Bd cosϕ0

2Ω
; ð19Þ

according to Newtonian expressions [47,64,65]. Here, d ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðdxÞ2 þ ðdzÞ2

p
¼ jxiðt ¼ 0Þj is the initial orbital separa-

tion. We also estimate the orbital eccentricity by

e ≈
jBj
2ωΩ

ð20Þ

in this fitting procedure. Exceptionally when e≲ 0.001, we
find that the beginning of the fitting interval has to be
delayed until t ¼ 0.75P0 to obtain meaningful estimates of
the residual eccentricity.

III. DEMONSTRATION

We present results of our eccentricity reduction for a few
models of black hole–neutron star binaries. Key quantities
of the initial data constructed in this work are summarized

4The quantities denoted by _xi refer to the velocity as a sum of
the orbital and approaching velocities.
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in Table II. The neutron stars are modeled by a piecewise
polytropic approximation [90] of the APR4 equation of
state [91] with the gravitational mass in isolation of
MNS ¼ 1.35 M⊙. The APR4 equation of state is consistent
with GW170817 [14,15,21,22,92] and gives the dimen-
sionless tidal deformability of 323 for this 1.35 M⊙ neutron
star. The gravitational mass in isolation of the black hole is
fixed to be MBH ¼ 4.05 M⊙, giving the mass ratio
Q ≔ MBH=MNS ¼ 3, which has been studied vigorously
in the literature. Accordingly, the total mass at infinite
separationm0 ≔ MBH þMNS is 5.4 M⊙. We have checked
that our eccentricity reduction method works similarly for
other equations of state and/or binary parameters at least
for the range considered in our previous work [35]
(see Ref. [47] for binary neutron stars). We plan to
present results of systematic long-term simulations of
low-eccentricity black hole–neutron star binary coalescen-
ces elsewhere.
All the simulations are performed with computational

domains consisting of five coarser boxes fixed around an
approximate center of mass and four pairs of finer boxes

comoving with each binary component. The edge length of
the largest computational domain is ≈2500 km, and the
grid resolution at the finest domain is ≈240 m. With this
resolution, the coordinate radius of the neutron star is
covered by ≈35 points, and that of the apparent horizon is
covered by ≈25 and 18 points for χ ¼ 0 and 0.75,
respectively. The grid resolution is intentionally kept
moderate for demonstrating that the eccentricity reduction
can be performed with a reasonable computational cost. We
checked for selected models, both before and after the
eccentricity reduction, that the eccentricity does not depend
on the grid resolution of the dynamical simulations.

A. Nonprecessing case

First, we apply the eccentricity reduction described in
Sec. II to two nonprecessing binaries. One is the zero spin
(ZS) model, for which the black hole is nonspinning. The
other is the aligned spin (AS) model, for which the black
hole is spinning in a prograde sense with respect to the
orbital angular momentum with its magnitude being

TABLE II. Key quantities of the models of black hole–neutron star binaries constructed in this work. Names of models represent the
spin configuration and the stage of eccentricity reduction. Specifically, QC and IterX stand for quasicircular and the Xth iteration,
respectively. The total mass of the binary at infinite separation,m0, is 5.4 M⊙ for all the models. The normalized orbital angular velocity
m0Ω and approaching velocity vapp of the binary characterize the initial data. The Arnowitt-Deser-Misner mass is denoted byM0, where
we show it as the gravitational binding energy, jM0 −m0j. The magnitude of the orbital angular momentum of the system is given by L0,
which does not include the spin angular momentum of the black hole. The eccentricity e is estimated by fitting the time derivative of the
orbital angular velocity obtained in dynamical simulations. The initial orbital period, gravitational-wave frequency, and wavelength are
≈6.7 ms;≈300 Hz, and ≈1000 km, respectively.

Model m0Ω vapp jM0 −m0jðM⊙Þ L0ðM2
⊙Þ e

Zero Spin: χ ¼ 0; d ¼ 86.1 km
ZS-QC 0.0250001 0 0.0399 21.29 0.04
ZS-Iter1 0.0252757 −0.00723672 0.0388 21.54 0.02
ZS-Iter2 0.0254085 −0.00233390 0.0382 21.66 0.006
ZS-Iter3 0.0253783 −0.00138723 0.0384 21.63 0.003
ZS-Iter4 0.0253797 −0.00207750 0.0384 21.63 0.003
ZS-Iter5 0.0253657 −0.00173550 0.0384 21.62 0.0005

Aligned spin: χ ¼ 0.75; ι ¼ 0°; d ¼ 85.5 km
AS-QC 0.0249999 0 0.0416 20.36 0.04
AS-Iter1 0.0253334 −0.00713689 0.0403 20.65 0.02
AS-Iter2 0.0254891 −0.00264875 0.0396 20.79 0.007
AS-Iter3 0.0254545 −0.00097836 0.0398 20.75 0.003
AS-Iter4 0.0254355 −0.00160145 0.0399 20.74 0.002
AS-Iter5 0.0254308 −0.00194680 0.0399 20.73 0.002
AS-Iter6 0.0254454 −0.00164779 0.0398 20.75 0.002
AS-Iter7 0.0254302 −0.00177446 0.0399 20.73 0.001
AS-Iter8 0.0254431 −0.00174272 0.0398 20.74 0.002
AS-Iter9 0.0254245 −0.00165976 0.0399 20.73 0.0008

Inclined spin: χ ¼ 0.75, ι ≈ 92°; dx ¼ 86.0 km; dz ≈ 3.5 km
IS-QC 0.0250000 0 0.0399 21.27 0.04
IS-Iter1 0.0252851 −0.00742954 0.0387 21.53 0.03
IS-Iter2 0.0254223 −0.00246477 0.0382 21.65 0.006
IS-Iter3 0.0253949 −0.00139129 0.0383 21.62 0.003
IS-Iter4 0.0253965 −0.00217036 0.0383 21.63 0.003
IS-Iter5 0.0253833 −0.00166181 0.0383 21.61 0.0008
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χ ¼ 0.75. [See the next subsection for the inclined spin (IS)
model.] The orbital modulation is induced only by the
residual eccentricity and possible gauge artifacts (see, e.g.,
Refs. [47,69]) for these models. Thus, the eccentricity
reduction should be straightforward.

1. Time evolution

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the orbital
separation for selected models in the sequence of eccen-
tricity reduction. The orbital eccentricity is reduced from
0.04 to < 0.001 (see Table II) by several iterative correc-
tions. To achieve this eccentricity with current models, for
which m0Ω ≈ 0.025, we need to modify the orbital angular
velocity by ≈1.5%–1.7% and to add the approaching
velocity of≈0.17% of the speed of light. While the required
approaching velocity is similar to the value found for binary
neutron stars considered in Ref. [47], the fractional amount
of the required correction to the orbital angular velocity,
δΩ=Ω, is larger by a factor of≈4. This is consistent with the
degree of the residual eccentricity, which is also higher by a
factor of ≈4 than that of binary neutron stars, e ≈ 0.01, for
quasicircular initial data considered in Ref. [47], because
Eqs. (18) and (20) indicate that these quantities are
approximately proportional to each other. The approaching
velocity may play a subdominant role for determining the
residual eccentricity.
The number of required iterations is typically larger than

that for binary neutron stars with our method [47]. Changes
of the relevant parameters during the eccentricity reduction
are presented graphically in Fig. 2, which should be
compared with Fig. 1 of Ref. [47]. This difference means
that the eccentricity reduction is cumbersome for black

hole–neutron star binaries, which are highly asymmetric
and involve singularities associated with the puncture.
The necessity of many iterations is partly ascribed to
larger eccentricities in quasicircular initial data of black
hole–neutron star binaries in the puncture framework
described above. Another reason may be that our current
correction formulas, Eqs. (18) and (19), are not efficient at
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of the orbital separation for the ZS (left) and AS (right) families during initial ≈3 orbital cycles. The
eccentricity-induced modulation has a longer period than the orbital period due to the periastron advance. Differently from Ref. [47], we
do not need to perform Bezier smoothing to eliminate high-frequency noises because the location of the neutron star is defined not by the
maximum density on discrete grid points but by the integral, Eq. (13). Dips seen during the first 2–3 ms reflect initial gauge transition.
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FIG. 2. Orbital angular velocity and approaching velocity of
initial data for the ZS (circle) and AS (cross) families. The former
is plotted as the difference from 0.025 of a value normalized by
the total mass of the binary, m0, and the latter is given by its
negative. The origin represents the QC data, and successive
points correspond to the data of subsequent iteration stages. We
do not attach labels to data beyond Iter3 to avoid overcrowding.
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e≲ 0.2%–0.3%. The situation is visualized as wandering
of points beyond Iter3 in Fig. 2. This low efficiency may be
ascribed to the fact that initial transition of the gauge
condition in the simulations (see Fig. 1) limits the accuracy
with which we can extrapolate results of the fitting to t ¼ 0
[69]. Our results also suggest that the presence of a black
hole spin increases the computational cost for the eccen-
tricity reduction, and indeed our experience supports this
observation.
We recall that the orbital eccentricity of quasicircular

initial data, i.e., those without the approaching velocity, can
be reduced by a factor of 2–3 compared to the QC data
adopted in this study simply by changing the condition to
determine the location of the rotational axis [6,49]. We
compare orbital evolution derived with various quasicir-
cular initial data as well as low-eccentricity ones for ZS
models in Fig. 3. Here, the PN-J model refers to quasicir-
cular initial data in which the location of the rotational axis
is determined by requiring that the total angular momentum
of the system agrees with post-Newtonian predictions
[49],5 while the QC model is derived using Eq. (11). No
iterative eccentricity reduction is applied to either initial
data. This figure shows that the PN-J data are superior to
the QC data but cannot be a substitute for low-eccentricity
initial data, ZS-Iter5. At the same time, this figure suggests
that the eccentricity reduction described in this work may
further be improved by modifying the method to determine

the location of the rotational axis. In addition, the number
of required iterations may be reduced by changing the
method appropriately. We leave this topic as a future task.
We also find that phenomenological formulas for Ω and

vapp derived by simulations of binary-black-hole mergers in
the excision framework [93] do not reduce the orbital
eccentricity of black hole–neutron star binaries in the
puncture framework to ≲0.001, although they work suc-
cessfully for binary neutron stars [85,94–96]. The orbital
evolution is shown in Fig. 3 as ZS-MP. The eccentricity of
this model is only smaller by a factor of≲2 than that of ZS-
QC. This inefficiency may be ascribed to different
approaches for handling black holes, i.e., the puncture or
excision. Actually, it has been shown in the study of
quasiequilibrium sequences that the puncture initial data
are characterized by insufficient orbital angular momenta
compared to the excision initial data and post-Newtonian
predictions [49]. Thus, it is naturally expected that the
parameters to achieve low eccentricity depend significantly
on the framework to handle the black hole.
To demonstrate that the successful reduction of the

eccentricity is not a gauge artifact, we also show the time
evolution of the mode amplitude of a Weyl scalar Ψ4 as a
gauge-invariant quantity in Fig. 4. The time coordinate is
taken to be a retarded time defined by

tret ≔ t −D − 2m0 lnðD=m0Þ; ð21Þ

D ≔ rext

�
1þ m0

2rext

�
2

; ð22Þ

where rext ¼ 800 M⊙ ¼ 1181 km is the extraction radius.
The suppression of the modulation in Ψ4 confirms that the
reduced orbital modulation shown in Fig. 1 is a physical
outcome caused by the reduced eccentricity. This figure
also shows that the modulation is eliminated irrespective of
the harmonic modes. This is particularly important for
asymmetric systems like black hole–neutron star binaries,
for which higher multipole modes are prominent in the
actual gravitational-wave signals [4,97].

2. Properties of initial data

We briefly comment on notable features of initial data.
The eccentricity reduction decreases the absolute value of
the binding energy and increases the orbital angular
momentum of the binary (e.g., compare ZC-QC and ZC-
Iter5). Although it is not as good as in the case of binary
neutron stars [47], the agreement of the angular momentum
between our numerical initial data and post-Newtonian
approximations is improved by a factor of ≈3 by the
eccentricity reduction. Quantitatively, for χ ¼ 0 associated
with the ZS model, fourth post-Newtonian approximations
give jM0 −m0j ¼ 0.0394 M⊙ and L0 ¼ 21.59M2

⊙ for
m0Ω ¼ 0.025 [98], where the tidal effect does not signifi-
cantly affect these values [99]. For an updated value of
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 but for different initial data of the ZS
model. The curve labeled by ZS-PN-J shows the result for
quasicircular initial data for which the location of the rotational
axis is determined by the PN-J condition (see the body text). That
labeled by ZS-MP shows the result for low-eccentricity initial
data whose parameters are given by the fitting formulas due to
Ref. [93].

5Many of our previous numerical simulations have been
performed using these PN-J data (e.g., Refs. [6–8,34]) because
of their moderately low eccentricity.
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of the mode amplitude ofΨ4 normalized byDm0 for the ZS (left) and AS (right) families. The top, middle, and
bottom rows show the l ¼ m ¼ 2, 3, and 4 modes, respectively. The initial ≈1 ms suffers from junk radiation in the initial data. Wiggles
observed in our previous work [47] are not significant for the l ¼ m ¼ 2 mode because the extraction radii are larger by a factor of ≈4
here. Still, they are discernible in higher harmonics.
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m0Ω ¼ 0.0253657 corresponding to ZS-Iter5, post-
Newtonian approximations give jM0 −m0j ¼ 0.0397 M⊙
and L0 ¼ 21.52M2

⊙.
The increase of the angular momentum for low-eccen-

tricity initial data is consistent with our previous finding
that the eccentricity in quasicircular initial data can be
reduced by enhancing the angular momentum via the
condition to determine the location of the rotational axis
[6,49]. However, the binding energy for low-eccentricity
initial data tends to deviate more from the post-Newtonian
predictions than that for quasicircular initial data. The
insufficient binding of the low-eccentricity initial data is
consistent with our previous work [49] and may reflect an
inherent limitation of initial data for black hole–neutron star
binaries in the puncture framework.
We find that junk radiation may account for a significant

fraction of the differences in the binding energy and the
orbital angular momentum. Specifically, the junk radiation6

is found to carry away the energy ΔE ≈ 4–5 × 10−4 M⊙
and the angular momentum ΔL ≈ 5–6 × 10−2M2

⊙ irrespec-
tive of the residual eccentricity for the ZS family. They
correspond to ≈30%–40% for the binding energy and
≈50%–60% for the orbital angular momentum of the
differences between ZS-Iter5 and the post-Newtonian
predictions. For ZC-QC, taking into account the junk
radiation only increases the differences.
The agreement of the angular momentum is improved

only moderately for spinning black hole–neutron star
binaries. For χ ¼ 0.75 associated with the AS model
and m0Ω ¼ 0.025, the post-Newtonian prediction gives
jM0 −m0j ¼ 0.0413 M⊙ and L0 ¼ 20.63M2

⊙, where the

spin effect is included up to 3.5th order [98,100]. These
values change to jM0 −m0j ¼ 0.0417 M⊙ and L0 ¼
20.54M2

⊙ for m0Ω ¼ 0.0254245 corresponding to AS-
Iter9. In addition, the binding energy of quasicircular initial
data appears closer to the post-Newtonian prediction than
that of low-eccentricity initial data is. Still, our results
indicate that the key to reduce the eccentricity is to enhance
the orbital angular momentum and the binding energy from
quasicircular initial data derived with the helical symmetry.
Again, junk radiation may account for a significant

fraction of the difference between AS-Iter9 and the post-
Newtonian predictions. In particular, the energy carried
away by the junk radiation is ΔE ≈ 2 × 10−3 M⊙ and
agrees approximately with the difference in the binding
energy. On another front, the angular momentum carried
away by the junk radiation is ΔL ≈ 5–6 × 10−2M2

⊙,
approximately coinciding with the value for the ZS family.
This account for ≈30% of the difference.
Finally, as we do not have a direct control of viapp;BH, it is

worthwhile to check whether the approaching velocity of
the binary in the initial data is reasonably distributed to the
black hole and the neutron star with the ratio around an
expected value of Q ¼ 3. Figure 5 shows the ratio of the x
components of the velocity as well as the x coordinates for
ZS and AS families. This figure indicates that the reason-
able distribution is automatically achieved. Because both
the velocity and the position are gauge-dependent quan-
tities, we believe that the deviation of 1%–2% from Q ¼ 3
found here is acceptable.

B. Precessing case

Next, we perform eccentricity reduction on precessing
binaries, for which the black hole spin angular momentum
is inclined with respect to the orbital angular momentum
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FIG. 5. Ratio of the approaching velocity (circle) and position (cross) between the neutron star and the black hole for the ZS (left) and
AS (right) families. The horizontal axis denote the stage of iterative corrections with 0 being the QC data. The dotted lines denoteQ ¼ 3.

6We estimate quantities of junk radiation at rext ¼ 200 M⊙ to
account for the short wavelength.
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of the binary. The spin-orbit, spin-spin, and quadrupole-
monopole couplings induce orbital precessions for inclined
spins [101–103], and precession-induced modulation
appears in the orbital evolution and gravitational waves
[65]. This feature could make the eccentricity reduction
more complicated than in the cases of nonprecessing
binaries.
We specifically consider the inclined spin (IS) model, for

which the black hole spin of χ ¼ 0.75 is inclined toward the
neutron star by ≈92° from the initial orbital angular
momentum in the initial data.7 This model is expected to
exhibit precession of the orbital plane with the period
≈130 ms, which decreases during the orbital evolution.
Following Ref. [34], the z axis of the dynamical simulation
is taken to be the direction of the total angular momentum,
which is approximately fixed throughout the evolution.

1. Time evolution

Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the orbital
separation for the IS family. This indicates that the
performance of our eccentricity reduction is similar to that
for the ZS family. The evolution of the orbital separation
itself is also similar to that of the ZS model because the
black hole spin is approximately confined in the orbital
plane so that the inspiral is not decelerated or accelerated by
the spin-orbit interaction [104]. Because we aim only at
reducing the orbital eccentricity to a moderately low value
of ≲0.001, the precession-induced modulation does not
appear even in our low-eccentricity evolution. We have
checked that we did not incorrectly subtract the precession-
induced modulation during the iterative eccentricity

reduction. Specifically, frequency of the precession-
induced modulation is expected to be twice the orbital
frequency. Because the eccentricity-induced modulation
should have frequency lower than the orbital frequency, it is
straightforward to distinguish these two modulation effects.
Required corrections to the orbital parameters are pre-

sented in Fig. 7. They also exhibit similarity with those for
the ZS family shown in Fig. 2. The situation should change,
however, if we further reduce the eccentricity to, say,
e≲ 10−4, where precession-induced modulation is likely to
play a role [65].
To monitor the eccentricity using Ψ4, the mode mixing

due to the precession has to be removed appropriately.
Because our simulations adopt the direction of the total
angular momentum as the z axis, the precession-induced
modulation is likely minimal but definitely non-negligible
[105,106]. In this paper, we transform Ψ4 obtained in our
simulations to components in the coprecessing frame
defined according to Refs. [105,107,108], restricting our-
selves only to l ¼ 2 modes. To our knowledge, this is the
first application of the radiation axis defined in Ref. [105]
to black hole–neutron star binaries in numerical relativity
(see also Ref. [109] for another choice of the radiation
axis [110]).
Time evolution of the l ¼ jmj ¼ 2mode amplitude ofΨ4

is shown in Fig. 8. Specifically, we average the amplitudes
of m ¼ 2 and m ¼ −2 modes to remove reflection-asym-
metric components [111,112]. Overall, we confirm that the
reduction of eccentricity is not a gauge artifact. Although
the evolution appears similar to that of the ZS model as
expected from the approximate absence of the spin com-
ponent along the orbital angular momentum, definite
comparisons are difficult because of the presence of addi-
tional structures in Ψ4 of the IS model. In particular,
modulation with approximately twice the orbital frequency,

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 1 but for the IS family. The orbital plane is
expected to exhibit ∼20% of the precession cycle on the time
scale of this plot.
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7The angle between the rotational axis and the spin angular
momentum is taken to be 90°.
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which is consistent with the precession-induced one,
appears to be present in our coprecessing-frame data.
We defer detailed investigations of this feature to a
future task.

2. Properties of initial data

The binding energy and the orbital angular momentum
of the IS family are shown in Table II. They again
behave similarly to those of the ZS family. Post-
Newtonian predictions are jM0 −m0j ¼ 0.0393 M⊙ and
L0 ¼ 21.63M2

⊙ for m0Ω ¼ 0.025, and they change to
jM0 −m0j ¼ 0.0397 M⊙ and L0 ¼ 21.56M2

⊙ for m0Ω ¼
0.0253833 corresponding to IS-Iter5. The level of agree-
ment and its improvement are similar to those for the
ZS model.
The amount of junk radiation is different between the ZS

and IS models. The junk radiation carries away the energy
ΔE ∼ 2 × 10−3 M⊙ and the angular momentum ΔL ∼
5–6 × 10−2M2

⊙ for the IS model. These values are closer
to those for the AS model than for the ZS model because
the property of junk radiation is influenced strongly by the
magnitude of the black hole spin. While ΔE corresponds to
≈140% of the difference of the binding energy between IS-
Iter5 and the post-Newtonian prediction,ΔL approximately
coincides with the difference of the orbital angular momen-
tum. What is common among all the models considered in
this study is that a significant fraction of the difference
between low-eccentricity initial data and the post-
Newtonian prediction may be ascribed to the junk
radiation.
We also plot the ratio of the approaching velocity and the

x coordinate of the black hole and the neutron star in Fig. 9.
They are reasonably close to the expected values of Q ¼ 3.
To sum up, our initial-data computations including the

eccentricity reduction perform similarly for both nonpre-
cessing and precessing configurations.

IV. SUMMARY

We demonstrated that the orbital eccentricity in black
hole–neutron star binaries prepared in the puncture frame-
work can be reduced to e≲ 0.001 irrespective of the spin
configuration. Following previous work [47,64,65], we
iteratively modify parameters specifying the initial data,
namely the orbital angular velocity and the approaching
velocity of the binary, by analyzing orbital evolution
derived by dynamical simulations for a few orbits.
Because the linear momentum of the black hole cannot
be specified freely in our puncture-based formulation for
initial data of black hole–neutron star binaries, we cannot
adopt methods developed for binary black holes in a
straightforward manner [48,69,70,113].8 In this work, we
instead control the approaching velocity of the neutron star
by modifying the helical Killing vector required to integrate
Euler’s equation [47] (see also Ref. [82]). The approaching
velocity of the black hole is induced automatically by the
requirement that the total linear momentum of the system
vanishes. To control the approaching velocity of the binary,
the velocity of the black hole is defined by the minus of the
shift vector at the puncture. Accordingly, we also determine
the location of the rotational axis by requiring that the
puncture moves in the azimuthal direction with the orbital
angular velocity [51].
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8We could potentially rely on post-Newtonian approximation
of the coordinate velocity to specify the approaching velocity of
the neutron star.
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Our work completes, at least as a first serious attempt,
the eccentricity reduction for initial data of compact
binaries required for fully exploiting ground-based gravi-
tational-wave detectors [17]. For binary neutron stars,
essentially the same formulation has been adopted by
various authors to reduce the orbital eccentricity
[47,82,83]. Although the eccentricity reduction of binary
black holes has long been performed both in the excision
[64] and puncture [69] frameworks, it has been performed
only in the former for black hole–neutron star binaries [44].
Taking the robustness of the moving-puncture simulations
into account, our formulation may potentially be advanta-
geous for systematic exploration of a wide parameter space
of black hole–neutron star binaries (see Refs. [7,8] for our
early effort).
Unsatisfactory aspects of our eccentricity reduction

indicate future directions for the improvement. The
required number of iterative corrections is generally larger
than that for binary neutron stars, particularly for the case
that the black hole spin is high. In addition, previous studies
on binary black holes in the puncture framework suggest
that the gauge dynamics could degrade the accuracy in
fitting the orbital motion at e≲ 0.001 [69]. Although the
initial transition of the gauge condition could continue to be
an obstacle, these features may be improved by adopting a
sophisticated fitting procedure [65,70]. Differently from the
case of binary neutron stars [47], fitting formulas derived
from binary-black-hole simulations in the excision frame-
work [93] do not reduce the orbital eccentricity to a
satisfactory level of e ≈ 0.001. It would be helpful to
develop phenomenological formulas tailored to black
hole–neutron star binaries in the puncture framework after
performing systematic eccentricity reduction. Regarding

the low-eccentricity initial data themselves, global quan-
tities like the binding energy and the orbital angular
momentum do not agree very well with post-Newtonian
predictions. Our investigation suggests that a significant
fraction of the deviation may be ascribed to junk radiation,
and formulation that suppresses it will improve the accu-
racy of initial data and dynamical simulations (see also
Refs. [44,114] for issues related to the high spin).
Detections of gravitational waves from black hole–

neutron star binaries are now becoming realistic. It is
probable that we will detect their coalescences with
measurable matter effects, possibly associated with electro-
magnetic counterparts (see, e.g., Refs. [32,35]), in the
foreseeable future. We are now systematically performing
long-term simulations of inspiraling black hole–neutron
star binaries, extending our previous work on binary
neutron stars [85,96], to develop reliable gravitational-
wave templates. We plan to report results derived by these
simulations elsewhere.
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